Motor Vehicle Records at the County DMV
Overview
County DMV Offices, as the first line of contact for many DMV customers, often receive requests from
various entities to provide records concerning motor vehicles titled and/or registered in the state of
Idaho.
Motor Vehicle Records (MVRs) contain personal information and fall under the provisions of the Driver
Privacy Protection Act (DPPA) both by federal law (18 U.S.C. § 2725) and Idaho State law (Idaho Code 49203). The laws are meant to protect private information for vehicle owners, but have limited provisions
which may allow entities to receive the information under some circumstances. To qualify to receive
information contained in a motor vehicle record, the requestor is required to provide their name and
address, contact information and the reason for the request. The reason must be one of those included
on page 2 of the ITD3374 Motor Vehicle Record Request form shown below. If all the conditions are met
and the completed form is presented to the DMV, the MVR request may be granted.
This document will outline the protocol for providing those Motor Vehicle Records by the County DMV
office. It includes:
 Motor Vehicle Record (MVR) Request Form
 Processing an MVR request on RMS Datapoint
 Record Keeping
 Access Idaho

Motor Vehicle Record Request Form
Your DMV office may receive requests from the general public, certain businesses or from other
agencies. The requestor may submit the record request in person, by mail or other delivery methods,
but in all cases, the ITD 3374- Motor Vehicle Records Request Form must be completed. All requestors
are required to complete the form, even if the request is being made by another entity in your office or
a by another federal, state or county agency.
The form is available in paper format from ITD Supply, and is also available on the Idaho Department of
Transportation (ITD) web site at dmv.idaho.gov:
http://itd.idaho.gov/dmv/VehicleServices/documents/3374.pdf .

The requestor must complete, sign and provide you with an ITD 3374-MVR Form, in order for you to
process a customer’s motor vehicle record request. (Form front and back shown on the next 2 pages.)
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The following section will describe specific portions of the Motor Vehicle Record Request Form in detail.
Requestor/Agency Information

Figure 1-1– MVR form- Requester/Agency Information section

The Requestor/Agency Information section (Figure 1-1) gathers contact information about the individual
or entity requesting a Motor Vehicle Record including how to contact the requestor if necessary.
Authorization to Receive Request

Figure 1-2 – MVR form -Authorization to Receive Request section

The Authorization section of the form (Figure 1-2) allows the requestor to comply with Idaho Code,
Section 49-203 by providing the number of the authorization reason (listed on page 2 of the ITD 3374
MVR form) and by certifying that they meet the requirements and will use the information strictly for
the use described on the form. If the Authorization section of the form is missing information,
processing of the request cannot proceed until it is complete. Because the requestor is taking legal
responsibility for this authorization reason, it is important not to advise the customer which
authorization should be selected.
Authorization Numbers

Authorization numbers for the number field of the form (Figure 1-2) are explained in detail on the
second page of the MVR form. The descriptions are mostly self-explanatory; but two options, the
‘Government’ and ‘Public Safety’ have nuances that will be described in more detail below.
o

Government Option for Authorization (Choice 1)

Governmental agencies may receive MVR information free of charge. Examples of such agencies include
law enforcement and federal, state and local agencies. Requests from police departments, county
prosecutors, sheriff’s offices and city or state parking services are the most common entities using the
Government authorization option. A request by any governmental agency including those from other
states may receive records for no fee. If a non-governmental company or agency is requesting
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information that could fall within the ‘Government’ option guidelines, the company or agency is
required to pay the MVR fee.
o

Public Safety/Vehicle Operation Option for Authorization (Choice 10)

This is the broadest option available to requestors and is the most common option used by nongovernmental requestors. The typical private party requestor for DMV records needs information for
‘Court Proceedings’ (Choice 4) or to obtain information required to appropriately title a vehicle. An
example of the latter occurs when a vehicle has a broken chain of ownership (vehicle sold and new
owner has not provided the title for proper transfer of the vehicle). In this example the requestor is not
a titled owner and therefore is not eligible for most authorization options as they are defined. In
situations such as this, the “operation of a motor vehicle” portion of choice 10 may apply. It can allow
for the release of information needed to legally and ethically title and/or register a vehicle.
Request Type and Associated Fees

Figure 1-3 – Request Type and Associated Fees

In this section of the form (Figure 1-3) the requestor is offered choices for specific types of records that
may be provided along with the associated fees. Title and registration records may be provided through
the RMS Datapoint system.
Images of titling documentation (History Title Record), History Registration records (Archive), Proof of
Liability Release records and certification of records are only available through the Motor Vehicle
Records desk at ITD Headquarters. If this type of record is needed, please refer your customer to:
MVR Desk at (208) 332-7872 or
Idaho Transportation Department-MVR Desk, PO Box 34, Boise Idaho 83731

Processing an MVR
Once the completed ITD 3374 form is received, use the County RMS Datapoint system to provide a
printed Motor Vehicle Record for title or registration records from current, pending or history files. The
process generates a document and at the same time records the search in a system transaction file.
When the transaction is finalized, it is saved and becomes searchable. This allows the Department to
find the record and provide the searched information to any person on whom a motor vehicle record
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was searched as well as to identify the specific person who made the search on their private record.
Use the completed MVR form to enter the required information into to the system by completing these
steps:


Logging Request and Printing MVR Documents in RMS Datapoint

In Datapoint, MVRs are termed “Inquiries”. To begin, log-in. (Figure 2-1)
Sign in as usual, and after entering your access code, the DMV Function Menu will appear.

Figure 2-1 – Datapoint Login
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From here, select the Titles-Registration option by typing “T” in the choice field and pressing <Enter>.
(Figure 2-2)

Figure 2-2 – DMV Function Menu
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The Registration-Title Main Menu will then be displayed. (Figure 2-3)

Figure 2-3 – Main Menu

From here choose registration or title records. For a title inquiry, type“4” in the choice field and press
<Enter>
 Title Inquiry
This action invokes the Title Inquiry menu. (Figure 2-4) To log and print an MVR document for a title
record, begin by finding the record in the correct database. This is the test record for our example:
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The default setting in the program is established for the Current Title record or “C” so confirm this by
pressing <Enter>. If the record needed is located in the titles “history” or “pending” database, type “H”
or “P” and press <Enter>

Figure 2-4 – Title Inquiry screen

The <Title Number> search field will activate. (Figure 2-4) Enter the title number here or use the
<Enter> key to move to a different search field such as VIN, serial (last 6 of VIN), name, name 2 or
receipt number. In Figure 2-5 a title number is used as the search value.

Figure 2.5 – Enter title number
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Type the search criteria and press <Enter>. If the database contains a current title record, it will display
on the next screen (Figure 2-6). If the database contains more than one record with those criteria, a list
will be displayed. If the correct record was not found, repeat with a different search value.

Figure 2-6– Title record

Verify that the correct record has been selected and if so, press the <F10> Print key to access the
Inquirer Identification screen (Figure 2-7) to enter the requestor’s information and print an MVR
document .
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Figure 2-7 – Inquirer Identification screen

Enter the inquirer information as shown on the ITD 3374 MVR form. Indicate if the request is for law
use ie: law enforcement or other governmental agencies exempt from MVR fees <Y=Yes, N=No> and
enter the exemption code from the Authorization section of the ITD 3374 MVR form in the <Exemption
code?> field. (Figure 2-7) At the end of each line press <Enter> to move to the next field. The <F1> key
can be used to return to previous fields.

Figure 2-8– Information entered on Inquirer Identification screen

Once all fields on the Inquirer Identification screen are completed; a prompt will appear to confirm
printing of the document. Type “Y” to print the document and collect the fee if required.
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 Registration Inquiry
Logging and printing an MVR document for a registration record in Datapoint is very similar to the
process used for a title record. For a registration record, Type 3 in the Choice field of the main menu,
(Figure 2-9) press <Enter>

Figure 2-9– Registrations Inquiry

For the “Registration Inquiry” section, we will use this test record:
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To print a Registration MVR document, inquire on the record from the Reg Inquiry screen. The default
setting in this program is established for the current record or “C” so confirm this by pressing the
<Enter> key. (Figure 2-10) To find a “history” registration record, type “H” and press <Enter>.

Figure 2-10 Reg Inquiry Screen

This action displays the <Plate> search field. Several search criteria are also available to use. One
option is to enter the plate number as shown in figure 2-10 but in this example we are using the name
as the search criteria. Press <enter> to move to the search field you wish to use (figure 2-11).

Figure 2-11 – Searching for current record with name
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Type the search criteria and press <Enter>. If there is a record, it will appear on the screen. If there are
multiple records, a list will be generated.

Figure 2-12 – Selecting from Current record list

If a list is displayed, indicate the record needed by typing the corresponding number in the space
provided. (Figure 2-12) Once the correct record is selected, press the <F10> key to access the Inquirer
Identification screen. (Figure 2-7). This will allow the entry of requestor information and printing of an
MVR document. To finish, follow the same steps to print an MVR document as were used in the Title
Inquiry section.
The RMS Datapoint system generates an MVR document which includes vehicle and ownership
information. When the document is printed, it records the information about the requestor, the reason
for the MVR and fees paid. If a requestor does not meet the qualifications on page two of the MVR
form and leaves that field blank, there is still an option to obtain a skeleton record with only vehicle
information. It does not include the personal information, but may be useful for customers in some
cases.
If it is necessary to research registration archives, release of liability records or back documentation
(titles history and associated documents); the customer should be referred to ITD
HQ MVR desk at (208) 332-7872 or
Idaho Transportation Department-MVR Desk, PO Box 34, Boise Idaho 83731
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Record Keeping
The record retention schedule for Motor Vehicle Record requests is five (5) years. Keep the request
forms in a retrievable fashion for that period of time. The automated record in the RMS Datapoint
system is retained electronically. There is no reason to keep a copy of the computer generated form for
your files.

Access Idaho
Some businesses and governmental agencies direct their MVR requests through the Access Idaho web
portal. For customers who routinely need Motor Vehicle records for business purposes, this may be a
good option for them. Interested customers may contact Access Idaho via the Internet at:
https://www.accessidaho.org/secure/itd/mvr/lookup.html to apply for a subscription. The customer
will be required to meet a set of requirements similar to those mandated on the Motor Vehicle Record
request form in order to qualify. Once a customer has qualified, information generated from these
requests is made immediately available to the customer and is available 24/7.
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